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m2eclipse failing to resolve class version I am
using the Maven Plugin for eclipse, and
m2eclipse. I am trying to create a new project
to be used with integration testing. When I run
mvn eclipse:eclipse, m2eclipse says it can't
resolve the class org.mockito.internal.Mockito.
I have tried using different versions of maven,
tried switching from eclipse to a different IDE,
and restarting the eclipse IDE. I have cleaned
the project and tried updating the repository. I
have tried running m2eclipse as an admin. I
have also checked the m2eclipse build folder
and made sure there was no build folder with
the.lock file. I have restarted my computer
several times. Is there any way to
troubleshoot this? EDIT: Here is the error:
[ERROR] Failed to resolve:
org.mockito:mockito-core:jar:1.9.5:Could not
find artifact org.mockito:mockitocore:jar:1.9.5 in
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